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• On one of the holiest of days in Oxford, Miami University
students see green. Green beer, green tongues and most of
all-green shirts. Whether planning to participate in the
festivities or not, almost everyone has been invited to a
Facebook group promoting the funny, classy or just plain
ridiculous designs for the celebratory Green Beer Day shirt.

Each year, prospective buyers scrutinize and evaluate each
creative design to decide which shirt they will flaunt on the
holiday. Whether they have a polo player carrying a beer, the
phrase "DrinkStrong," or an elaborate list of every fun place
and activity in Oxford creatively intertwined in the shape of a
beer mug, shirts fly off the shelves every year. And who better
to sell them than students themselves?

For some Miami students, Green Beer Day isn't just a reason
to purchase a festive $15 shirt; it's an opportunity to put a little
extra green in their pockets. Every year, the brave few who
think they have a design the campus will go green for become
entrepreneurs by organizing the production and distribution of
thousands of green shirts.

Although sophomore Shelby Wegryn and her friends can't
participate traditionally in the Green Beer Day festivities
because of their ages, they are staying in spirit by adding to
the shirt selections this year. Founders of the Facebook group,
"The Best Green Beer Day Shirts of 201 0," Wegryn and her
friends began planning back in November when memories of
the last Green Beer Day were just beginning to fade.

"We literally came up with 20 different designs," Wegryn says.

Narrowing down the list of designs is easier said than done,
but Wegryn and her friends tried to cater to what the majority
of the Miami audience would appreciate. They settled on a
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few of the best and began researching production options.

"We called around six to seven different vendors in Oxford
and Cincinnati," Wegryn says. "When we found the lowest
prices, we submitted our artwork to them."

But money isn't the on Iy motivation for students. Other
vendors are content simply making a shirt they want to wear
and are willing to offer it to anyone else who wants to wear it.

"We aren't in it to make a lot of money," says senior Brittany
Simms, co-creator of the Facebook group, "NEW! GBD 201O!"

This site features the popular "It's Always Sunny in Oxford"
shirt, playing off of the FX television series, "It's Always
Sunny in Philadelphia."

"We were looking at other groups that were up before us and
didn't see any that caught our eye," Simms says.

Fifth year senior and second-time seller Heather Mangin,
creator of the Facebook group, "Tired of the Same Green Beer
Day Shirts?" began sales for a similar reason.

"I thought they all kind of sucked and I didn't want to pay $15
for something I'd only wear once," she says. "I want a shirt that
I can wear whenever."

Mangin says versatile is better. Instead of spoofs or quotes, her
designs represent Oxford in a more artistic way than others.
Of course being a graphic design major helped a bit, and as
a repeat vender, Mangin knew exactly what she was getting
herself into this year.

Last year, Mangin sold more than 990 shirts, making $13,000
in sales and leaving her with a profit of $3,000. Imagine how
many green beers you could get at Skippers with that.

"I could have doubled that if I had cheap, shitty shirts, but
people wanted the American Apparel shirts," she says.

Mangin's designs were so popular she even had people from
other schools e-mailing and sending her money to purchase
them. Now that's product success. But Mangin says she is only
selling again this year because people have asked her to.

So when you're up at 5:30 a.m. having a well-balanced
breakfast of green eggs and beer, take a look at the variety of
shirts you see among the festivities. Maybe next year, people
could be wearing your designs.•
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